
Mathematis 132 { Calulus for Physial and Life Sienes 2Lab Day 4: Slope Fields for Di�erential EquationsApril 25, 2005BakgroundTo study �rst order di�erential equationsdydx = f(x; y)and their solutions qualitatively, we an use the graphial slope �eld assoiated to theequation. Reall, the slope �eld is a piture obtained by plaing at eah point (x0; y0)in the plane a small line segment of slope equal to the number f(x0; y0). As we will see,Maple draws these as arrows. A solution of the di�erential equation is then a funtiony(x) whose graph has slope equal to f(x; y(x)) at eah point (x; y(x)) on the graph. Thatis, the graph \mathes the slope �eld" so that at eah point, its tangent line has the sameslope as the slope �eld arrow at that point .Today, we will draw some additional slope �elds, and use them to visualize solutions.1. Slope Fields in MapleTo plot slope �elds for di�erential equations in Maple, you need to begin by enteringwith(DEtools);one at the start of the session. Note the apitalization, whih is neessary; DE standsfor Di�erential Equation, as you might guess. This ommand loads an external pakage ofadditional Maple ommands for working with di�erential equations. You need to do thatto make the DEplot ommand available { the main operation we will be using today. Theoutput will be a list of the ommands in the DEtools pakage.To plot the slope �eld for an equationdydx = f(x; y)you an enter a ommand of the following format:DEplot(diff(y(x),x)=f(x,y(x)),y(x),x=a..b,y=..d);where:� the f is the expression for the slope funtion f(x; y). You enter that in usual Mapleformat (or use a symboli name for the expression).� The dependent variable (unknown funtion) in the di�erential equation may be enteredin the form y(x) everywhere. For example, to plot the slope �eld for the equationdydx = 7x�yx+2y , you an enter a ommand likeDEplot(diff(y(x),x) = (7*x-y(x))/(x+2*y(x)),y(x),x=-2..2,y=-2..2);1



� the ranges of x- and y-values indiate the portion of the plane that will be plottedwith the slope �eld. A standard number of grid points is used.Lab Questions, Part IFor eah of the following of the following di�erential equations, generate a plot of the slope�eld on the given region of the plane. By eye, analyze the behavior of the solution passingthrough the given points (x0; y0) { that is the solution of the di�erential equation and theinitial ondition y(x0) = y0. What do think the graph does as x! +1?A) Di�erential equation: dydx = 4xy,Region: �3 � x � 3;�3 � y � 3,Initial point: (0; 1)B) Di�erential equation: dydx = y(y � 1)(y � 2),Region: �3 � x � 3;�1 � y � 3,Initial points: (0; 0); (0; 0:5); (0; 1:5); (0; 2:01).C) Di�erential equation: dydx = exp(�x2 + y),Region: �3 � x � 3;�10 � y � 10,Initial point: (�3;�1).Plotting Solutions in MapleTo plot solutions of a di�erential equation, together with the slope �eld, we an usethe same DEplot ommand above, but with di�erent options. For example, to plot thesolution of the equation dydx = 4xy with y(0) = :5, for 0 � x � 1, you would enter aommand likeDEplot(diff(y(x),x) = 4*x*y(x),y(x),x=0..1,[[y(0)=.5℄℄,lineolor=blak);If you want to see several solution urves, you an plae a list of initial onditions, separatedby ommas, in the [℄ brakets after the x = 0::1. For instane to see solution urves withy(0) = :5 and y = 1 on the same axes, hange to [[y(0) = :5℄; [y(0) = 1℄℄. Note: The defaultolor for the solution urve is a shade of gold that does not show up when you print aworksheet on a blak and white printer(!). Hene we use the option lineolor=blak.The general format is:� the di�erential equation will always ome �rst,� then the dependent variable or unknown funtion (y(x))� then the range of x-values for whih you want to see the graph of the solution.� then, in square brakets, separated by ommas, a list of initial onditions [y(a)=b℄.In the example above, there's just one, but any number an be inluded.
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Lab Questions, Part IID) For eah of the di�erential equations in questions A,B,C above, generate a single plotshowing the slope �eld and the solution(s) starting at the given point(s). Did thosesolutions look like what you expeted?E) In question A, the di�erential equation is one that we an solve by the method ofseparation of variables we disussed last Friday. Find a formula for the solution withy(0) = 1, and plot that to \hek Maple's" work. (Note: Just as not all simple fun-tions have elementary antiderivatives, not all di�erential equations have elementarysolutions. So this approah might not always be possible.)F) For equation C, experiment with di�erent initial onditions y(�3) = y0. What is the\ut-o�" value for y0 between solutions that tend to a �nite value as x ! 1 andthose that grow without any bound?NOTE: In all questions here, some are may be needed to get reasonable graphs. As youwill see, some of these solutions grow extremely fast and you may get nonsense output oran error message when that happens. One possible solution is to put in a range of y-valuesafter the initial onditions in the DEplot ommand if you suspet that there's a problem.The graphing terminates when the solution urve leaves the window you de�ned. Try arestrition like y = -10..10.AssignmentWriteups due in lass on Monday, May 2.
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